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Abstract. In the paper we derive and discuss a wide class of algorithms
for 3D Super-symmetric nonnegative Tensor Factorization (SNTF) or
nonnegative symmetric PARAFAC, and as a special case: Symmetric
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (SNMF) that have many potential
applications, including multi-way clustering, feature extraction, multisensory or multi-dimensional data analysis, and nonnegative neural sparse
coding. The main advantage of the derived algorithms is relatively low
complexity and, in the case of multiplicative algorithms possibility for
straightforward extension of the algorithms to L-order tensors factorization due to some nice symmetric property. We also propose also to use a
wide class of cost functions such as Squared Euclidean, Kullback Leibler
I-divergence, Alpha divergence and Beta divergence. Preliminary experimental results confirm the validity and good performance of some of
these algorithms, especially when the data have sparse representations.
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Introduction - Problem Formulation

Tensors (also known as n-way arrays or multidimensional arrays) are used in a
variety of applications ranging from Neuroscience and psychometrics to chemometrics [1–8]. Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF), Non-negative Tensor
Factorization (NTF) and parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) models with nonnegativity constraints have been recently proposed as sparse and quite efficient
representations of signals, images, or general data [3, 4, 2, 5, 9–15]. From a viewpoint of data analysis, NTF is very attractive because it takes into account
spatial and temporal correlations between variables more accurately than 2D
matrix factorizations, such as NMF, and it usually provides sparse common
factors or hidden (latent) components with physiological meaning and interpretation [5]. In most applications, especially in Neuroscience (EEG, fMRI), the
PARAFAC models have been used [12, 16, 17]. In this paper, we consider the
special form of the PARAFAC model (referred to here as the SNTF model),
but with additional nonnegativity and sparsity constraints [6, 7, 18, 19]. In general case, the PARAFAC model can be described as a factorization of a given
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3D tensor Y ∈ RI×J×Q into three unknown matrices: A ∈ RI×J representing
the common factors, basis matrix, dictionary matrix or mixing matrix (depending on the applications), D ∈ RQ×J usually representing scaling matrix, and
X ∈ RJ×T representing second common factors, hidden components or sources
(See Fig.1).
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Fig. 1. General 3D PARAFAC model described by the set of matrix equations Y q =
AD q X + N q , q = 1, 2, . . . , Q, where D q is a diagonal matrix that holds on the main
diagonal the q-th row of D. In the special case, of the SNTF, we impose nonnegativity
and additional constraints that I = T = Q and A = D = G ∈ RI×J and X = GT .

A super-symmetric tensor is a tensor whose entries are invariant under any
permutation of the indices. For example, a third order super-symmetric tensor
Y ∈ RI×T ×Q (with I = T = Q) has yitq = yiqt = ytiq = ytqi = yqit = yqti .
Super-symmetric tensors arise naturally in multi-way clustering where they
represent generalized affinity tensors, in higher order statistics, and blind source
separation. Pierre Comon [20] has shown a nice relationship between supersymmetric tensors and polynomials. Zass and Shashua applied them to multiway clustering problems [6, 19, 7], and Hazan et al. developed some multiplicative
algorithms for the NTF [2].
We formulate the SNTF decomposition of a third order super-symmetric tensor Y ∈ RI×I×I as three identical sparse nonnegative matrices G = [g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g J ] ∈
RI×J with J << I according to the following factorization:
Y =

J
X
j=1


gj ◦ g j ◦ gj + N ,

(1)

where g j ∈ RI is the j-th column vector of the matrix G, the operator ◦ means
outer product1 , and N is a tensor representing error.
The SNTF model can be described in the equivalent matrix form as
Y q = GD q GT + N q ,
1

(q = 1, 2, . . . , I)

Note that if u, v, w are vectors, then [u ◦ v ◦ w]ijq = ui vj wq .

(2)
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I×I
where Y q = Y :,:,q = [yitq ] ∈ R+
are (frontal) slices of the given tensor Y ∈
I×I×I
R+
, I = Q = T is the number of the (horizontal, vertical, frontal) slices, G =
[gij ]I×J ∈ RI×J
is the unknown matrix (super-common factor) to be estimated,
+
J×J
D q ∈ R+ is a diagonal matrix that holds the q-th row of G in its main diagonal,
and N q = N :,:,q ∈ RI×I is the q-th frontal slice of a tensor N ∈ RI×I×I (not
necessary super symmetric) representing error or noise, depending upon the
application. The above algebraic system can be represented in an equivalent
scalar form as follows

yitq = zitq + nitq =

J
X

gij gtj gqj + nitq .

(3)

j=1

The objective is to estimate a sparse matrix G, subject to some constraints
like scaling to unit length vectors, non-negativity and other possible natural
constraints such as orthogonality, sparseness and/or smoothness of all or some
of the columns g j .
Throughout this paper, we use the following notation: the ij-th element of
the matrix G is denoted by gij , and its j-th column by g j , yitq = [Y q ]it means
PJ
the it-th element of the q-th frontal slice Y q and zitq =
j=1 gij gtj gqj with
(i = 1, 2, . . . , I; t = 1, 2, . . . , I; q = 1, 2, . . . , I).

2
2.1

Multiplicative SNTF algorithms
Generalized Alpha Divergence

The most widely known and often used adaptive algorithms for NTF/NMF
and also SNTF are based on alternating minimization of the squared Euclidean
distance and the generalized Kullback-Leibler divergence [15, 13, 9]. In this paper,
we propose to use a more general cost function: Alpha divergence.
The 3D generalized alpha- divergence can be defined for our purpose as follows [1]:
"
#
!
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itq

α 6= 0, 1,

(4)

where yitq = [Y ]itq and zitq = [GD q GT ]it for (i = 1, 2, . . . , I), (t = 1, 2, . . . , I), (q =
1, 2, . . . , I).
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The choice of the parameter α ∈ R depends on the statistical distribution
of noise and data. We recall, that as special cases of the alpha-divergence for
α = 2, 0.5, −1, we obtain the Pearson’s chi squared, Hellinger and Neyman’s chisquare distances, respectively, while for the cases α = 1 and α = 0 the divergence
has to be defined by the limits of (4 (a)) as α → 1 and α → 0, respectively.
When these limits are evaluated, one obtains the generalized Kullback-Leibler
divergence defined by equations (4 (c)) for α → 1 .
The gradient of the alpha divergence (4), for α 6= 0, can be expressed in
compact form as:


α 
(α)
∂DA
1X
yitq
=
gqj gtj 1 −
,
∂gij
α tq
zitq

α 6= 0.

(5)

However, instead of applying here the standard gradient descent, we use a projected (nonlinearly transformed) gradient approach (which can be considered as
a generalization of the exponentiated gradient):
(α)

Φ(gij ) ← Φ(gij ) − ηij

∂DA
,
∂gij

(6)

where Φ(x) is a suitable chosen function.
Hence, we have
(α)

∂DA
Φ(gij ) − ηij
∂gij

−1

gij ← Φ

!

,

(7)

It can be shown that using such nonlinear scaling or transformation provides a
stable solution and the gradients are much better behaved in the Φ space.
P In our
case, we employ Φ(x) = xα and choose the learning rates: ηij = αΦ(gij )/ tq gqj gjt ,
which leads to the generalized multiplicative alpha algorithm 2 :
gij ← gij

P

tq

gqj gjt (yitq /zitq )α
P
tq gqj gtj

!1/α

,

(8)

with the normalization
of the columns of G to unit length at each iteration, i.e.:
PI
gij ← gij / p=1 gpj . This SNTF algorithm can be considered as a generalization
of the EMML algorithm (for α = 1) proposed in [2, 6].
We may apply nonlinear projections or filtering via suitable nonlinear monotonic functions which increase or decrease the sparseness. In the simplest case, we
1+αsp
can apply a very simple nonlinear transformation gtj ← (gtj )
, ∀k, where
αsp is a small coefficient, typically from 0.001 to 0.005, and it is positive if we
want to increase sparseness of an estimated component and negative if we want
to decrease the sparseness. Hence, the generalized alpha algorithm for the SNTF
2

For α = 0, instead of Φ(x) = xα we have used Φ(x) = ln(x).
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with sparsity control can take the following form:

1+αsp
!
P
α ω/α
g
g
(y
/z
)
qj
tj
itq
itq
tq

P
gij ← gij
,
tq gqj gtj
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(9)

where ω is an over-relaxation parameter (typically, in the range (0, 2)) which
controls the convergence speed, and αsp is a small parameter which controls
sparsity of the estimated matrix G.
2.2

SMART Algorithm

Alternative multiplicative SNTF algorithms can be derived using the exponentiated gradient (EG) descent updates instead of the standard additive gradient
descent. For example, by using the alpha divergence (4) for α = 0, we have
!
(0)
∂DA
gij ← gij exp −η̃i
,
(10)
∂gij
(0)

X
∂DA
=
gqj gtj (ln zitq − ln yitq ) .
∂gij
tq

Hence, we obtain the simple multiplicative learning rules:
!

X
Y  yitq ηij gqj gtj
yitq
gij ← gij exp
ηij gqj gtj ln
= gij
.
zitq
zitq
tq
tq

(11)

(12)

The nonnegative learning rates ηij can take different forms. Typically, in order to
PT
guarantee stability of the algorithm we assume that ηij = η̃j = ω ( t=1 gtj )−2 ,
where ω ∈ (0, 2) is an over-relaxation parameter.
The above SNTF multiplicative algorithm can be considered as an alternating minimization/projection extension of the well-known SMART (Simultaneous
Multiplicative Algebraic Reconstruction Technique) [11, 21].
2.3

Generalized Beta Divergence

The generalized beta divergence can be considered as complementary cost function to the generalized alpha divergence and can be defined as follows:
!
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The choice of the parameter β depends on statistical distribution of the data
and the beta divergence corresponds to the Tweedie models [22]. For example,
the optimal choice of the parameter β for a normal distribution is β = 1, for a
gamma distribution is β = −1, for a Poisson distribution is β = 0, and for the
compound Poisson β ∈ (−1, 0).
From the beta generalized divergence, we can derive various kinds of SNTF
algorithms: Multiplicative algorithms based on the standard gradient descent
or the Exponentiated Gradient (EG) algorithms, additive algorithms using Projected Gradient (PG) or Interior Point Gradient (IPG), quasi-Newton and Fixed
Point (FP) ALS algorithms [23–28, 9, 13].
In order to derive the multiplicative SNTF learning algorithm for a sparse
factorization, we compute the gradient of a regularized beta divergence (13),
withPthe additional regularization (sparsification) term J(G) = αG ||G||1 =
αG ij gij as:
(β)

∂DBreg
∂gij

=

X

β
β−1
zitq
− yitq zitq

tq



gqj gtj + αG .

(14)

Applying the simple (the first-order) gradient descent approach:
(β)

gij ← gij − ηij

∂DBreg
∂gij

,

(15)

P β
gqj gtj , we obtain a
and by choosing suitable learning rates: ηij = gij / tq zitq
generalized SNTF beta algorithm:
"
#
X
1−β
gqj gtj (yjtq /zitq ) − αG
gij ← gij

tq

+

P

β
tq zitq

gqj gtj

,

(16)

where [x]ε = max{ε, x} with a small ε = 10−16 introduced to avoid zero and
negative values.
In the special case, for β = 0 the above algorithm simplifies to the generalized
alternating EMML algorithm that is similar to the algorithm derived by Hazan
et al. [2, 29]:
"
#
X
gqj gtj (yjtq /zitq ) − αG
gij ← gij

3
3.1

tq

+

P

tq gqj gtj

.

(17)

Simple Alternative Approaches for Super-Symmetric
Tensor Decomposition
Averaging Approach

For large dimensions of tensors (I >> 1), the above derived local algorithm
could be computationally very time consuming.
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In this section, we propose an alternative simple approach which converts
the problem to a simple tri-NMF model:
Ȳ = GD̄GT + N̄ ,

(18)

PQ
PQ
where Ȳ = q=1 Y q ∈ RI×I , D̄ = q=1 Dq = diag{d¯1 , d¯2 , . . . , d¯J } and N̄ =
PQ
I×I
.
q=1 N q ∈ R
The above system of linear P
algebraic equations can be represented in an
equivalent scalar form as: ȳit = j gij gtj d¯j + n̄it or equivalently in the vector
P
form: Ȳ = j g j d¯j g Tj + N̄ where g j are columns of G.
Such a simple model is justified if noise in the frontal slices is uncorrelated.
It is interesting to note that the model can be written in the equivalent form:
T

Ȳ = G̃G̃ + N̄ ,

(19)

1/2

where G̃ = GD̄ , assuming that D̄ ∈ RJ×J is a non-singular matrix. Thus, the
problem can be converted to a standard symmetric NMF problem to estimate
matrix G̃. Using any available NMF algorithm: Multiplicative, FP-ALS, or PG,
we can estimate the matrix G̃.
For example, by minimizing the following regularized cost function:
T

D(Ȳ ||G̃G̃ ) =

1
T
||Ȳ − G̃G̃ ||2F + αG ||G̃||1
2

(20)

and applying the FP-ALS approach, we obtain the following simple algorithm
h
i
T
T
G̃ ← (Ȳ G̃ − αG E)(G̃ G̃)−1 ,
(21)
+

subject to normalization the columns of G̃ to unit-length in each iteration step,
where E is the matrix of all ones of appropriate size.
3.2

Row-wise and Column-wise Unfolding Approach

It is worth noting that the diagonal matrices Dq are scaling matrices that can be
absorbed by the matrix G. By defining the column-normalized matrices Gq =
GDq , we can use the following simplified models:
Y q = Gq GT + N q ,

(q = 1, . . . , Q)

(22)

Y q = GGTq + N q ,

(q = 1, . . . , Q).

(23)

or equivalently

These simplified models can be described by a single compact matrix equation
using column-wise or row-wise unfolding as follows
Y c = Gc GT ,

(24)
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or
Y r = GGTr ,

(25)
2

where Y c = Y Tr = [Y 1 ; Y 2 ; . . . ; Y Q ] ∈ RI ×I is the column-wise unfolded
matrix of the slices Y q and Gc = GTr = [G1 ; G2 ; . . . ; GQ ] ∈ RJI×I is columnwise unfolded matrix of the matrices Gq = GD q (q = 1, 2, , . . . , I).
Using any efficient NMF algorithm (multiplicative, IPN, quasi-Newton, or
FP-ALS) [23–28, 9, 13], we can estimate the matrix G. For example, by minimizing the following cost function:
D(Y c ||Gc GT ) =

1
||Y c − Gc GT ||2F + αG ||G||1
2

(26)

and applying the FP-ALS approach, we obtain the following iterative algorithm:
h
i
G ← ([Y Tc Gc − αG E]+ )(GTc Gc )−1
(27)
+

or equivalently

h
i
G ← ([Y r Gr − αG E]+ )(GTr Gr )−1 ,
+

(28)

where Gc = GTr = [GD 1 ; GD2 ; . . . ; GDQ ], Dq = diag{g q } and g q means q-th
row of G.
3.3

Semi-orthogonality Constraint

The matrix G is usually very sparse and additionally satisfies orthogonality
constraints. We can easily impose orthogonality constraint by incorporating additionally the following iterations:

−1/2
G ← G GT G
.
3.4

(29)

Simulation Results

All the NTF algorithms presented in this paper have been tested for many
difficult benchmarks for signals and images with various statistical distributions
of signals and additive noise. Comparison and simulation results will be presented
in the ICONIP-2007.

4

Conclusions and Discussion

We have proposed the generalized and flexible cost function (controlled by sparsity penalty/regularization terms) that allows us to derive a family of SNTF
algorithms. The main objective and motivations of this paper is to derive simple multiplicative algorithms which are especially suitable both for very sparse
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representation and highly over-determined cases. The basic advantage of the
multiplicative algorithms is their simplicity and relatively straightforward generalization to L-order tensors (L > 3). However, the multiplicative algorithms
are relatively slow.
We found that simple approaches which convert a SNTF problem to a symmetric NMF (SNMF) or symmetric tri-NMF (ST-NMF) problem provide the
more efficient and fast algorithms, especially for large scale problems. Moreover,
by imposing orthogonality constraints, we can drastically improve performance,
especially for noisy data.
Obviously, there are many challenging open issues remaining, such as global
convergence and an optimal choice of the associated parameters.
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